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Linux+ Guide to Linux CertificationCourse Technology PTR, 2011


	As Eric S. Raymond reminds us, Open Source Software will continue to shape the

	dynamics of the computer software industry for the next long while, just as it has for the

	last decade. Coined and perpetuated by hackers, the term “Open Source Software” refers

	to software in which the source code is freely available to...
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Content and Workflow Management for Library Websites: Case StudiesInformation Science Publishing, 2004

	Using database-driven web pages or web content management (WCM) systems to manage increasingly diverse web content and to streamline workflows is a commonly practiced solution recognized in libraries to-day. However, limited library web content management models and funding constraints prevent many libraries from purchasing commercially...
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The Truth About Being a LeaderFT Press, 2006

	Praise for The Truth About Being a Leader


	“If you ever met Dr. Otazo, you certainly would read her new Truth book. She is as she writes—engaging, pithy, memorable. Take ‘Truth 33: Questions Unite; Answers Divide.’ Now ain’t that the truth....
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Beginning Windows 8 Data Development: Using C# and JavaScript (Expert's Voice in Windows)Apress, 2013

	This book introduces novice developers to a range of data access strategies for storing and retreiving data both locally and remotely. It provides you with a range of fully working data access solutions and the insight you need to know when, and how, to apply each of the techniques to best advantage.


	Focussing specifically on how...
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Coherent Flow Structures at Earth's SurfaceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	An expert review of recent progress in the study of turbulent flows with a focus on recently identified organized structures. 

	

	This book reviews the recent progress in the study of the turbulent flows that sculpt the Earth’s surface, focusing in particular on the organized structures that have been...
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React: Up & Running: Building Web ApplicationsO'Reilly, 2016

	Hit the ground running with React, the open-source technology from Facebook for building rich web applications fast. With this practical guide, Facebook web developer Stoyan Stefanov teaches you how to build components--React's basic building blocks--and organize them into maintainable, large-scale apps. If you're familiar with...
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SFML Game Development by ExamplePackt Publishing, 2015

	Create and develop exciting games from start to finish using SFML


	About This Book

	
		Familiarize yourself with the SFML library and explore additional game development techniques
	
		Craft, shape, and improve your games with SFML and common game design elements
	
		A practical guide...
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Continuum Theory (Lecture Notes in Pure and Applied Mathematics)CRC Press, 2002
[A]ll of the appers of this volume have a consistent scientific value.
 - Analele Stiintifice al Universitatii al I. Cuza
     Celebrating the work of world-renowned mathematician Sam B. Nadler, Jr., this reference examines the most recent advances in the analysis of continua. The book offers articles on the contributions of Professor...
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Service Automation and Dynamic Provisioning Techniques in IP/MPLS EnvironmentsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008

	Save time & resources with this comprehensive guide to automation configuration for the value-added IP services of the future.


	As the Internet becomes the medium of choice for value-added IP service offerings such as TV broadcasting, videoconferencing, and Voice over IP, the ability of automating configuration...
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Cells and Robots: Modeling and Control of Large-Size Agent Populations (Springer Tracts in Advanced Robotics)Springer, 2007
From the reviews:
"This interesting monograph is devoted to the study of multi-agent, populations of biological cells and robot teams. … The main objective of the approach is to provide solutions to the problem of how dynamics of an individual agent propagates to the population dynamics. … This original monograph has a wide...
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The New Commodity Trading Guide: Breakthrough Strategies for Capturing Market ProfitsFT Press, 2009

	“I’ve been trading stocks and commodities for more than 30 years, and I’ve read any number of how-to books, but George Kleinman’s The New Commodity Trading Guide is as clear, precise, and useful as any book I’ve come across during my career. I cannot recommend it strongly enough, if...
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Group-based Cryptography (Advanced Courses in Mathematics - CRM Barcelona)Birkhauser, 2008

	This book is about relations between three different areas of mathematics and theoretical computer science: combinatorial group theory, cryptography, and complexity theory. It is explored how non-commutative (infinite) groups, which are typically studied in combinatorial group theory, can be used in public key cryptography. It is also shown...
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